
SIGNAL WORDS

SIGNAL WORDS*. 1. Continuation Signals (Warning-there are more ideas to come.) and again a final reason last of all
moreover other too, also and finally.

So signal words are not different. Finally, write signal words on sticky notes and give one to each student.
Types of Signal Words or Road Sign Words For those who take examinations like the Graduate Record
Examination and similar examinations in which they have to complete sentences with appropriate words, road
sign words help a lot in deciphering the right answers. Share This:. Students can share their sentences in a
class "signal word museum. They express cause, purpose, condition, emphasis, support, illustration, effect,
result, consequence, etc. Students can share their sentences and discuss the type of signal word. They are
structural key words that signal the connection between ideas. These are signal words, and they are sentence
superheroes. Review the concept of a signal word: a word or phrase that gives an idea about what we might
expect to come next, just like road signs or traffic signals that let drivers know what's coming up. The same
advice applies when students are writing, but be carefulâ€”not all signal words are equal, even those in the
same category. The positive or negative connotation of what follows is not changed by these words of clues.
Encourage students to record examples of signal words in texts and in their own writing. Although it is
primarily a writing task, sentence completion engages thought processes similar to those used when making
sentence-level predictions based on context clues while reading. We also use it for addition purpose â€” to add
to what has been previously said To reinforce ideas and express agreement with what has been said initially.
Scenic Route Display an interesting photograph for students, along with one sentence about the photograph.
Students should decide whether the signal words make sense and explain why they do or do not fit. Getting
students up and moving has been shown to strengthen learning, improve memory, and boost motivation.
Traffic Ahead! Thursday, September 6, by Catherine Demetros, M. In fact, you can model the use of signal
words when giving directions to students, talking about content-area concepts, and guiding class discussions.
Have students rewrite the original sentence using the new signal word. They enhance coherence within a text.
Moreover, he enjoys snowboarding during cold weather and examples that do not Angela is a great friend to
Helen. The sentences generated in this activity can also be used as story-starters. Convinced yet that signal
words really are sentence superheroes? By exposing students to non-examples of signal word usage, this
activity clarifies the specific meaning of each category. Consider words and phrases that indicate relationships
between ideas, like also, however, as a result, in addition, for example, and in contrast. Include examples that
make sense Robert loves to ski. Signs show direction or guide just like a signpost or signboard. In contrast, she
is a lovely peer to Greg. The more your students are exposed to signal words in writing and in everyday
speech, the more they will begin to recognize them and use them on their own. Comparison words signal that
the author is pointing out a similarity between two subjects and these words show that the second idea is like
the first one in some way. Construction Zone Provide partial sentences and have students underline the signal
word. Then, discuss the purpose of each type of signal word using the chart below for reference. For the
Graduate Record Examination, these road sign words are divided into two parts. This activity encourages
students to think creatively about the meaning of each signal word. They also indicate the course of events in a
text. Some words and phrases cannot be substituted directly for others in a sentence.


